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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2022199836A1] A cylinder head for a lean-burn gasoline engine comprising a combustion chamber (50) extending into the cylinder head
away from a gasket interface surface (58), wherein the combustion chamber comprises. The combustion chamber has a roof surface (90) which
intersects the gasket interface surface at an opening. A pair of air inlet openings and a pair of outlet openings are located in the roof surface on an
air inlet side and an exhaust outlet side of the combustion chamber respectively. The roof surface comprises a central elongate domed portion (88)
orientated across the combustion chamber in a direction substantially parallel to a plane separating the air inlet side of the combustion chamber
from the exhaust outlet side of the combustion chamber. The central elongate domed portion is made up of a plurality of machined facets, a first pair
of which comprise curved surfaces. A first one of the first pair of facets is located between the air inlet openings, and a second one of the first pair
of facets is at least partially located between the exhaust outlet openings. The first pair of facets are configured so that they are machinable by the
same cutter.
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